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•

Bond yields on a rollercoaster ride but mortgage
rates remain flat.

•

Is the Canadian economy slowing?

•

When will the Bank of Canada reverse course?

Mortgage Rate Outlook
Volatility continued in the Canadian mortgage
market over the third quarter. Financial markets
are currently digesting a complex economic
environment as still high, though perhaps peaking,
inflation collides with anxiety over a potential
recession. That anxiety has expressed itself as
volatility across Canadian bond markets with yields
on Canadian government debt plunging before
rapidly recovering in the second half of August.
However, the Canadian yield curve has inverted as
the level of long-term interest rates is now lower
than short-term rates, a situation that in the past
has heralded at least a slowdown in the Canadian
economy, if not outright recession.
Five-year bond yields briefly declined through
July, only to once again recover their previous
2022 highs as still rising core inflation prompted
a reversal in expectations for monetary policy.
Those expectations were solidified when the
Bank of Canada raised rates by 75 basis points
at its September meeting, signalling further
rate increases to come. Despite the volatility in
government bond yields, five-year fixed mortgage
rates have remained relatively placid. We anticipate
that five-year fixed mortgage rates will hover
around 5.3 per cent for the remainder of the year,
with the possibility of falling should recession
fears amplify next year. Canadian variable rates
are expected to increase to 5.55 per cent in the
fourth quarter as the Bank of Canada continues its
tightening cycle. However, we do anticipate some
monetary easing by the end of 2023 as the Bank of
Canada adjusts to a slowing economy.

Term
Variable
Rate

Q1

Q2

Q3 Q4F Q1F

2023
Q2 Q3F Q4F

1.95 3.20 5.05 5.55 5.55 5.55 5.55 5.30

5-Year
Qualifying 5.59 7.14 7.19 7.30 7.30 7.19 7.05 7.05
Rate
5-Year
Average
Discounted 3.59 5.14 5.19 5.30 5.30 5.19 5.05 5.05
Rate
Source: Bank of Canada; BCREA Economics; Rob McLister, Mortgage
Rate Analyst
Note: Average five-year discounted rate is the average rate available in
the market, offered at a discount from the posted five-year qualifying rate.

Economic Outlook
Growth in the second quarter of 2022 registered
3.3 per cent at an annualized rate from the prior
quarter, with real GDP rising for the fourth consecutive
month. GDP growth in the second quarter, though
still strong, is showing signs of slowing. Growth
was lower than the Bank of Canada’s expectations
and likely contracted slightly in July. The Canadian
unemployment rate has ticked higher in recent
months as job growth in Canada turned negative.
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The Canadian labour market has shed about

How much further the Bank will go and how

115,000 jobs over the past three months, a potential

long rates will stay above neutral depends entirely

sign the economy is slowing. That slowdown will

on the trajectory of inflation going forward. We

likely continue, particularly in interest rate-sensitive

expect the Bank will raise its policy rate at least one

sectors like housing, as the Bank forges ahead with

more time this year, ultimately settling between

its tightening cycle.

3.5 and 3.75 per cent.

Still, the Canadian economy is set to grow about 3

The big question for the Canadian economy over the

per cent in 2022. The bulk of the projected slowdown

next year is whether the Bank of Canada can engineer

is likely to appear in early- to mid-2023 as higher

a soft landing. In our model simulations, the answer to

interest rates constrain broad economic activity. By

that question is that it’s possible, but it will take a bit

then, we should see at least some relief on inflation

of luck. There is a plausible path for interest rates that

as the impact of high gas prices fades, supply chains

would bring inflation back to target while also paring

are finally healed and higher interest rates reduce

back excess demand just enough without slowing the

excess demand. That said, inflation has proved to be

economy to the point of tipping into a recession. That

quite persistent over the past year and shows signs

path would see the Bank’s policy rate plateau at 3.75

of more broad-based price pressure.

per cent before coming down to 2.5 per cent by 2025.
However, it being plausible in a model setting does not

Bank of Canada Outlook

necessarily translate to possible in practice. Over the

The overnight rate is now above the Bank’s estimate

has taken a recession to bring it back down.

past nearly 100 years, each time inflation has spiked it

of “neutral,” or the level of its policy rate at which
inflation should run at 2 per cent and the economy
is operating at full capacity.

Send questions and comments about the Mortgage Rate Forecast to:
Brendon Ogmundson, Chief Economist, bogmundson@bcrea.bc.ca; Ryan McLaughlin, Economist, rmclaughlin@bcrea.bc.ca.
Additional economics information is available on BCREA’s website at: www.bcrea.bc.ca.
To sign up for BCREA news releases by email visit: www.bcrea.bc.ca/subscribe.
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